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ABSTRACT 

• + 

decay in a ~- Storage Ring can provide ~e' ~ beams uniquely 

suitable for the study of ~ oscillations. The Fermilab p precooler 
is studied as a possible first ~ storage ring. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent experimental reports 1'2 of a non-zero ~ mass and of 
e 

possible ~ oscillations reveal the need for more complete study of 
e 

neutrino properties. Previously, accelerator ~ beams have been muon 
neutrino (~) beams from ~§ . In this paper we note that a muon 

storage ring (see Figure i) can provide ~ and ~ beams from ~->e 
_ e ~ 3 

~eV as earlier suggested by Wojicicki and Collins. We further 

note that a ~ storage ring provides clean ~ beams of precisely know- 
able flux, and therefore an excellent tool for the study of v and 

oscillations, e 

DESCRIPTION OF A ~ STORAGE RING 

We also note that the Tevatron p precooler (see Figure 2) ines- 
capably functions as a 4.5 GeV/c ~ storage ring during the first ms 
of its cycle, and that its large acceptance designed for p acceptance 
make it a very good storage ring, and therefore a candidate for use 
in the first experiment of this type. 

The 80 GeV proton line, the production target, the transport lq 
line and the pre-cooler are shown in Figure 2. Pulses of 1.8 x 10-- 
proton_s are focussed on the target producing many secondary particles 
(~,k,p, etc.) which follow the transport line to insertion in the 
ring. The production is dominated by ~'s which decay (~§ and a 
substantial number of the decay muons will circulate in the ring, 
a first estimate indicates i0 I0 U.4 The decay of these muos in 
precooler straight sections will provide collimated 9 and v beams 
with ~8 x 108 ~ per beam per p pulse, e 
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Figure i: A U Storage Ring. Figure 2: The p Precooler/u 
Storage Ring. 

Modifications of the precooler to increase and acceptance 
and to increase the decay straight section length could increase 
this flux by a factor of ~i0 and the__proton pulse period of i0 seconds 
can be reduced from i0 seconds with p cooling (parisitlc ~ beam) to 
two seconds (dedicated mode). These intensities and designs are dis- 
cussed in Reference 4, and will be improved in future work. 

EXPERIMENTAL COMMENTS 

The precooler ~ storage ring can provide adequate event rate for 
a variety of experiments. A i00 ton detector, 0.5 km away will receive 
%4-400 events/day with 5 x i08 - 5 x 109 ~ ~,,/pulse, 104-105 pulses/day. 
The Fermilab 15' bubble chamber could alsoeobserve events. A suitable 
compromise between detector size, sensitivity, and cost is left as a 
challenge to interested experimenters. Since the 9 flux can be pre- 
cisely known from monitoring the decaying muon current, the ~ storage 
ring can provide a unique tool for future 9 experiments. 
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